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Abstract

By studying color variations between young and old asteroid families we find evidence for processes that modify colors of asteroids ove
time. We show that colors of aging surfaces of S-type asteroids become increasingly ‘redder’ and measure the rate of these spect
We estimate that the mean spectral slope between 0.35 and 0.9 µm increases with timet (given in My) as≈ 0.01 µm−1 × log10 t . This
empirical fit is valid only for 2.5 � t � 3000 My (the time interval where we have data) and for the mean spectral slope determine
wide-wavelength filter photometry obtained by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. We also find that Gy-old terrains of S-type asteroid
about 15% more light at∼ 1-µm wavelengths than an∼ 5-My-old S-type asteroid surface when the flux is normalized by the reflected
at 0.55 µm. We attribute these effects to space weathering. This result has important implications for asteroid geology and the
meteorites that reach the Earth. Our results also suggest that surfaces of C-type asteroids exhibit color alterations opposite to
S-type asteroids.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Studies of soils and rocks collected by the Apollo
tronauts provide evidence for processes that alter op
properties of the lunar surface (e.g.,Hapke (2001)and ref-
erences therein). Similarly, optical properties of an astero
surface change over time (Clark et al., 2002a; Chapma
2004; and references therein). Because we do not yet
soils taken directly from the surface of an asteroid, surfa
aging processes on asteroids are not well understood.
lowing standard terminology, we will refer to processes t
alter optical properties of surfaces of airless bodies (s
as solar wind sputtering, micrometeorite impacts, etc.) a
‘space weathering’ effects.

* Corresponding author. Fax: +1(303)546-9687
E-mail address: davidn@boulder.swri.edu(D. Nesvorný).
0019-1035/$ – see front matter 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2004.07.026
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Two lines of evidence suggest that space weatherin
fects modify asteroid surfaces:

(i) Although many S-type asteroids are probably sim
in bulk composition to ordinary chondrite (OC) m
teorites(Gaffey et al., 1993; McFadden et al., 200
Sullivan et al., 2002), surfaces of S-type asteroids a
significantly ‘redder’ than colors of OC meteorites, a
have much shallower olivine/pyroxene absorption b
at 1 µm(Chapman and Salisbury, 1973).

(ii) Color variations on surfaces of S-type Asteroids (2
Ida, (951) Gaspra, and (433) Eros mimic the sens
the color differences observed for lunar soils with ol
surfaces being darker and redder in appearance(Vev-
erka et al., 1996, 2000; Chapman, 2004; Chapma
al., 1996; Clark et al., 2001, 2002a, 2002b; Murc
et al., 2002; Bell et al., 2002). Conversely, it is be

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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lieved that other common asteroid types (e.g., the
and C-types) show little evidence of optical alterat
with time (McCord et al., 1970; Veverka et al., 199
Clark et al., 1999; Keil, 2002).

The rate of change of optical properties by space we
ering is poorly understood. Using laser experiments,Sasaki
et al. (2001)estimated that micrometeoroid impacts ma
produce significant space weathering effects on a times
of order 108 years. On the other hand,Hapke (2001)cal-
culated that solar wind sputtering would produce suffici
nanophase iron coatings on regolith grains to accoun
asteroid space weathering in only 50,000 years. While
micrometeoroid and solar wind bombardment alter opt
properties of the uppermost thin layer of regolith, oth
processes such as the impact blanketing (or tidal ‘j
Chapman, 2004) are competing with the above effects to pe
riodically uncover ‘fresh,’ optically unaltered material (s
called regolith ‘gardening’). The resulting surface of
asteroid is a complex product of these processes whose
tive importances and relevanttimescales are yet to be dete
mined.

Here we use the spectrophotometric data obtained by
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) to collect evidence
space weathering on asteroids. We find that the reflectanc
spectra of S-type asteroids become redder and that the b
absorption band at 1 µm becomes shallower over time.
result is similar to previous observations (references abo
We also find indications that surfaces of the C-type aster
may become bluer over time. If true, then the low-reflectiv
material of C-type asteroids exhibits color alterations op
site to those inferred for the higher-reflectivity material
S-type asteroids. We base our evidence on a compar
study of young and old asteroid families1 that we find by
standard techniques but using ten times more asteroid p
elements2 than previous works(Zappalà et al., 1994, 1995.

Our analysis is in many ways similar to the one used
Jedicke et al. (2004). Here, we add to Jedicke et al.’s resu
by: (i) augmenting the number of studied asteroid famil
(ii) describing in detail our classification of asteroid famili
and ways their ages were determined, and (iii) examining
effects of space weathering on the 1-µm absorption ban

In Section2, we describe the photometric system of t
SDSS and perform several tests to justify the use of SD
colors of asteroids. In Sections3 and4, we explain how we
find asteroid families and how we determine whether an

1 An asteroid family is a group of asteroid fragments with similar orb
that originated in the catastrophic disruption of a large parent body. Som
two dozen robust asteroid families have been identified in the main
(Zappalà et al., 1994).

2 The proper elements are analytically defined as constants of orbita
motion of a suitably simplified dynamical system. Unlike the instantane
(i.e., osculating) orbital elements, the proper elements are generally nea
constant on 107–108 year time scales, and are widely used to decip
the collisional history of the asteroid belt(Milani and Kneževíc, 1994;
Kneževíc et al., 2002).
-

d

r

teroid family is young or old. In Section5, we show that
there exists a correlation between colors and ages of the a
teroid families. This result and its implications are discus
in Section6.

2. SDSS photometry

The recently-released Sloan Digital Sky Survey Mov
Object Catalog, hereafter SDSS MOC3 lists astrometric and
photometric data for asteroids observed by the 2.5-m
Sloan telescope located at Apache Point Observator
Sunspot, New Mexico. To date, the survey has mappe
detail one-eighth of the entire sky, determining positio
brightnesses, and five-color CCD photometry of 125,
moving objects(Ivezić et al., 2001; Stoughton et al., 2002.

35,401 unique moving objects detected by the sur
(i.e., about 28% of the total) have been matched(Juríc et al.,
2002)to known asteroids listed in the ASTORB file(Bowell
et al., 1994).4 The flux reflected bythe detected object
was measured almost simultaneously in five bands (mea
ments in two successive bands were separated in tim
72 s) with effective wavelengths 3557 Å (u band), 4825 Å
(g band), 6261 Å (r band), 7672 Å (i band), and 9097 Å
(z band), and with 0.1–0.3-µm band widths(Fukugita et al.,
1996).

These data provide important and unique informat
about asteroids because the SDSS MOC includes one to
orders of magnitude more objects than other catalogs
were used in the past to study asteroid visible reflecta
spectra. For example, the Small Main-Belt Asteroid Sp
troscopic Survey I (SMASS I,(Xu et al., 1995)) and II
(SMASS II, Bus and Binzel 2002a, 2002b), which are the
largest spectroscopic surveys in visible wavelengths to d
produced a set of visible wavelength spectra for 1447
teroids. Figure 1 shows a comparison between the to
numbers and magnitude distributions of main-belt aster
observed by the SDSS and SMASS. These two surveys
vide complementary information because different magn
tude ranges were observed by each of them; the SDSS
served smaller asteroids than the SMASS. The SDSS M
has been recently used to show many asteroid families s
gate in the color space from their local backgrounds(Ivezić
et al., 2002), and that this segregation is apparent at le
down to absolute magnitudeH ≈ 16.0.

We first verified that the SDSS photometry is cons
tent with published spectra of asteroids. To this end,
compared the SDSS colors with SMASS spectra5 for 113
asteroids with known proper elements that appear in b
datasets. In 64 cases (i.e., in 57%), the agreement was
(i.e., differences of less then 0.1 in reflectance). To illust
this, Fig. 2 shows a comparison between the SDSS co

3 http://www.astro.princeton.edu~ivezic/sdssmoc/sdssmoc.html.
4 ftp://ftp.lowell.edu/pub/elgb/astorb.html.
5 The SMASS spectra were obtained fromhttp://smass.mit.edu/.

http://www.astro.princeton.edu~ivezic/sdssmoc/sdssmoc.html
ftp://ftp.lowell.edu/pub/elgb/astorb.html
http://smass.mit.edu/
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Fig. 1. Absolute magnitude (H ) histograms of main-belt asteroids observ
by the SDSS and SMASS. Number of observed asteroids in 0.5 magn
bins is shown. The SDSS magnitude distribution is peaked at 14.0–
where very few SMASS spectra are available. On the other hand, SM
observed many asteroids withH < 10.0. For this reason, the overlap b
tween both datasets is small.

and the SMASS reflectance spectra for selected S-, C- an
V-type asteroids. In 43% of cases, the agreement was
as good. In these cases, the SDSS colors follow the g
shape of the SMASS spectra, but either show system
cally a slightly steeper slope, or the reflectance in thez band
(9097 Å effective wavelength) does not drop as much as
SMASS spectrum near the 1-µm absorption band. Indi
ual SDSS measurements of the flux may differ by as m
as 10–20% from the values measured by the SMASS.

The origin of these differences cannot be explained
the accuracy of the SDSS and/or SMASS observations
peated observations of the same sources demonstrate th
spectrophotometric accuracies of the SDSS and SMASS
∼ 0.02 and∼ 0.01 mag, respectively(Ivezić et al., 2003;
Bus and Binzel, 2002a), which accounts for only a sma
fraction of the observed discrepancy. The effect of ph
reddening on the SDSS colors is also unlikely to caus
difference because the SDSS observed at low phase a
(≈ 7◦ rms,≈ 35◦ maximum). Errors in the SDSS colors ge
erated by calibration, atmospheric extinction, etc., are als
small (� 0.2 mag). Similarly, great care was taken in ca
brating the SMASS observations(Bus and Binzel, 2002a).

We explain the discrepancy between the SMASS s
tra and the SDSS colors by the wavelength range of
SDSS filters. InFig. 2, the SDSS color values were plott
at the effective wavelengths of the SDSS filters(Fukugita
et al., 1996). It is not correct to compare these values w
the SMASS reflectance spectra at the same wavelen
because the SMASS values are local, narrow-wavelength
range spectral reflectances while the SDSS filters integ
t
l

-
e

s

,

Fig. 2. Comparison between the SDSS band reflectances and the SMA
flectance spectra for selected S-, C- and V-type asteroids. We subtract
solar analog from the photometric-calibrated SDSS magnitudes and co
verted the magnitudes into fluxes. The fluxes were then normalized to
5500 Å, and offset by 0 or± 0.5. Vertical segments at 3557, 4825, 626
7672, and 9097 Å show 1σ error bars for the SDSS reflectances. (18
Skvortsov (S-type), (474) Prudentia(C-type), and (3869) Norton (V-type
are shown as examples, where the agreement between the SDSS col
SMASS spectra was good.

the reflectance spectra over their 0.1–0.3-µm band wid
To test this explanation, the SMASS spectra should be
volved with the SDSS filters and only then be compare
the SDSS colors. Unfortunately, this cannot be done bec
the SDSS filters span a larger wavelength range than
SMASS data (∼ 0.3–1.2 µm compared to SMASS’s∼ 0.45–
1.0 µm) with only the central SDSS’sr and i bands being
located within the range of SMASS wavelengths.

To verify whether or not these differences may comp
mise our analysis, we have performed several tests.
SMASS data provided a basis for developing a new as
oid taxonomic system(Bus and Binzel, 2002b)that classifies
reflectance spectra into a few categories that have inte
tations in terms of the surface mineralogy of asteroids.
example, the S-type taxonomic category is characterize
a spectral redness that is usually attributed to the reflect
properties of Fe/Mg-bearing silicates such as olivine and
roxene. We may thus ask whether the five-color SDSS p
tometry is good enough to distinguish between asteroid
different taxonomic types.

We utilize an algorithm that automatically analyzes p
tometric data in the SDSS MOC and classifies asteroids
cording to their taxonomic types. This algorithm uses
Principal Component Analysis (hereafter PCA). The P
involves a mathematical procedure that transforms a num
of possibly correlated variables into a smaller number of
correlated variables called principal components. The
principal component accounts for as much of the varia
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ity in the data as possible, and each succeeding compo
accounts for as much of the remaining variability as po
ble. In the result, the PCA creates linear combinations of th
five SDSS colors that maximize the separation between
taxonomic types in the SDSS data.

The first two principal components (i.e., the new unc
related variables) that this algorithm yields are given by
following relationships6

PC1 = 0.396(u − g) + 0.553(g − r) + 0.567(g − i)

+ 0.465(g − z),

PC2 = −0.819(u − g) + 0.017(g − r) + 0.09(g − i)

(1)+ 0.567(g − z),

whereu,g, r, i, z are the measured fluxes in five bands
ter correction for solar colors. To illustrate the result
the PCA,Fig. 3 shows the principal components (Eq. (1))
of ∼ 100 asteroids with previously known taxonomic typ
(Bus and Binzel, 2002b)that were detected by the SDS
This figure demonstrates that we can use the first two p
cipal components to distinguish taxonomic complexes s
as S, C, or X (seeBus and Binzel (2002b)for their de-
finitions); indeed, these complexes occupy different loca
tions in the(PC1,PC2) plane.7 S-complex asteroids gene
ally have PC1 > 0.35, C-complex asteroids have PC1 < 0.35
and PC2 � −0.1, X-complex asteroids have PC1 � 0.35 and
PC2 � −0.1. Moreover, (4) Vesta and V-type asteroids in
Vesta family (see, e.g.,Cellino et al., 2002) have PC1 � 0.35
and small PC2 (only one V-type asteroid was observed
both SDSS and SMASS as shown inFig. 3: (2704) Julian
Loewe has PC1 ≈ 0.5 and PC2 ≈ −0.4).

Based on these results, we conclude that the SDSS M
is a useful, self-consistent dataset to study general, sta
cal variations of colors of small asteroids in the main be
but that caution is required to interpret colors in individu
cases.8 In this work, we study systematic color variatio

6 This definition of the principal components slightly differs from t
one used byJedicke et al. (2004)because we used a slightly different data
for the PCA thanJedicke et al. (2004). These differences are insignifica
in the context of this study. The PCA produces color components that
rigorously separate asteroid colors thana andi–z color components used b
Ivezić et al. (2002). Nevertheless, there exists a correlation between Ivć
et al.’s a and our PC1, and between Ivezić et al.’s i–z and our PC2. We
will show in Section5 that PC1 is a proxy for the spectral slope and PC2 is
related to the spectral curvature.

7 Each of the three main categories has a number of taxonomic s
visions depending on the depths of theabsorption bands, relative redne
or blueness of the reflected light, and other features such as the
ence/absence of specific absorption bands(Bus and Binzel, 2002b). Classi-
fication into these categories is difficult to achieve with the SDSS photom
etry because there is usually not enough resolution with only five colo
detect these spectral signatures.

8 For example,Fig. 3 shows that about 5% of asteroids in the
complex region (PC1 � 0.35 and PC2 � −0.1) are not C-complex bodie
and that about 2% of asteroids in the S-complex region (PC1 � 0.35) are
not S-complex type bodies. Also, about 3% of the SDSS MOC entries
instrumental artifacts(Ivezić et al., 2002).
t

-

Fig. 3. SDSS asteroids with known taxonomic types shown in the Principa
Component Plane. This plot shows PC1 and PC2 (Eq. (1)) of ∼ 100 aster-
oids detected by the SDSS that have 0.1 mag or smaller errors in PC1 and
PC2 and that have been taxonomically classified byBus and Binzel (2002b).
We see that members of taxonomic complexes S, C, and X are locat
three different regions (dashed lines schematically delimit these regi
R, K, T, D, L, Ld, A, Sa, Sl, Sq, Sr types are subcategories of the S c
plex. Similarly, B, Ch, Cb and Xc, Xk, Xe are subcategories of the C an
complexes, respectively(Bus and Binzel, 2002b).

within the taxonomic complexes and the correlation of c
ors with other parameters.

3. Asteroid families

The asteroid belt has collisionally evolved since its f
mation (seeDavis et al., 2002and other chapters in Se
tion 4.2 of the Asteroids III book). Possibly its most striki
feature is the asteroid families that represent remnan
large, collisionally disrupted asteroids(Hirayama, 1918). In
the present asteroid belt most asteroid families can be cle
distinguished from the background population of asteroi

To make an efficient use of the SDSS MOC we wan
sort the main-belt asteroids into family and background p
ulations and analyze color variations within these sets s
rately. The analysis of the asteroid families may tell us ab
things such as asteroid interiors, geological differentiatio
the main belt, or about phenomena that alter asteroid co
with time. The analysis of background asteroids is more
lated to issues such as the primordial temperature gradie
the proto-planetary nebula, subsequent dynamical excita
and mixing of bodies formed at different orbital distanc
from the Sun. Here, we concentrate on systematic color v
ations between the asteroid families.

To identify asteroid families, researchers look for clu
ters of asteroid positions in the space of proper eleme
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Fig. 4. The dynamical structure of the asteroid belt represented in the ‘stalactite diagram.’ Each stalactite represents an asteroid family and is labeled by the
member asteroid that has the lowest designation number. The width of a stalactite at cutoffdcutoff shows the number of family members that were identifi
with dcutoff. Large families, such as those associated with (158) Koronis, (24) Themis, (15) Eunomia, (221) Eos, (4) Vesta, and (44) Nysa, appe
stalactites that persist over a large range ofdcutoff. Smaller families are represented by thin stalactites that are often (but not always, see, e.g., (490) Veri
vertically short meaning that their determination requires a specific narrow range ofdcutoff. About fifty asteroid families are shown in this figure.
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the proper semimajor axis (aP), proper eccentricity (eP),
and proper inclination (iP) (Milani and Kneževíc, 1994;
Kneževíc et al., 2002). These orbital elements describe t
size, shape and tilt of orbits. Proper orbital elements, b
more constant over time than instantaneous orbital elem
provide a dynamical criterion of whether or not a group
bodies has a common ancestor.

To identify an asteroid family, we use a numerical co
that automatically detects a cluster of asteroid position
the 3-dimensional space of proper elements. We base
code on the so-called Hierarchical Clustering Method (h
after HCM, Zappalà et al., 1990). The HCM requires tha
members of the identified cluster of asteroid positions in
proper elements space be separated by less than a se
distance (the so-called ‘cutoff’).

In the first step, we apply the HCM to a catalog of pro
asteroid elements(Milani and Kneževíc, 1994; Kneževíc
et al., 2002).9 The catalog we used for this work includ
106,284 proper elements (10/10/2002 release). The p
dure starts with an individual asteroid position in the sp
of proper elements and identifies bodies in its neighborh
with mutual distances less than a threshold limit (dcutoff). We
define the distance in(aP, eP, iP) space by

9 Available at the AstDys node,http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/astdy
astibo.
,

r

ed

-

(2)d = naP

√
Ca(δaP/aP)2 + Ce(δeP)2 + Ci(δ siniP)2,

wherenaP is the heliocentric velocity of an asteroid on a c
cular orbit having the semimajor axisaP. δaP = |a(1)

P −a
(2)
P |,

δeP = |e(1)
P − e

(2)
P |, andδ siniP = |sini

(1)
P − sini

(2)
P |. The in-

dexes (1) and (2) denote the two bodies in considerationCa ,
Ce andCi are weighting factors; we adoptCa = 5/4,Ce = 2
andCi = 2 (Zappalà et al., 1994). Other choices ofCa , Ce

andCi yield similar results.
The cutoff distancedcutoff is a free parameter. With sma

dcutoff the algorithm identifies tight clusters in the proper
ement space. With largedcutoff the algorithm detects large
and more loosely connected clusters. For the main belt
appropriate values ofdcutoff are between 1 and 150 m/s. To
avoid an a priori choice ofdcutoff, we developed softwar
that runs HCM starting with each individual asteroid in o
N = 106,284 sample and loops over 150 values ofdcutoff
between 1 and 150 m/s with a 1 m/s step. The code ha
been optimized so that thisjob takes only a few days on
fast workstation.

In Fig. 4, we illustrate the final product of this algorith
using a ‘stalactite’ diagram(Zappalà et al., 1994). For each
dcutoff on theY -axis we plot all clusters found by the HCM
For example, withdcutoff = 150 m/s, nearly the whole mai
belt is linked to a single asteroid, (1) Ceres. We plot a h
zontal line segment atdcutoff = 150 m/s with length equal to
the total number of members in this cluster. At smallerdcutoff

http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/astdys/astibo
http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/astdys/astibo
http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/astdys/astibo
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Fig. 5. From top to bottom, the panels show the logarithm of the
tal number of the Koronis family members log10(N), the first derivative
dN/ddcutoff, and (dN/ddcutoff)/N to enhance features for smallN . The
vertical dashed lines indicatedcutoff that correspond to important chang
in the slope ofN(dcutoff).

the complex structure of the main asteroid belt emerges.
stalactite diagram is extremely useful when we want to s
tematically classify this information. In fact, more than fif
significant groups are shown inFig. 4—twice the number
of robust asteroid families known previously(Bendjoya and
Zappalà, 2002). We label each stalactite by the lowest nu
bered asteroid in the group (not all these labels appea
Fig. 4), and proceed to the second step of our algorithm.

In the second step, we select appropriatedcutoff for each
particular cluster. Unlike the first step of our algorithm th
is fully automated, the second step requires some non
ial insight into the dynamics of the main-belt asteroids, a
cannot be fully automated. We illustrate this for the K
ronis family (Zappalà et al., 1994). Figure 5 shows how
the numberN(dcutoff) of members of the cluster linked t
(158) Koronis changes withdcutoff. The two bottom panel
show derivatives ofN(dcutoff) that we use to find values o
dcutoff, where dN(dcutoff)/ddcutoff is large (thesedcutoff val-
ues are labeled by vertical dashed lines). Each of these
 r

dcutoff values has a clear interpretation. To correlate th
values ofdcutoff with structures and processes operating
the main belt, we generate movies that show projection
the dynamical structure of families into(aP, eP) and(aP, iP)

planes.10 Moreover, we programmed an interactive visu
ization tool that allows us to work in three dimensions th
avoiding problems generated bythe projection effects into
either(aP, eP) or (aP, iP) planes.

With dcutoff � 12 m/s, the algorithm accumulates mem
bers of a very tightly clustered group—the product o
collisional breakup of the Koronis family member abo
5.8 My ago (Karin cluster,Nesvorný et al., 2002a). With
dcutoff ∼ 23 m/s, the HCM starts to agglomerate the ce
tral part of the Koronis family. Withdcutoff ∼ 40 m/s, the
algorithm steps over the secular resonance that sepa
central and large semimajor axis parts of the Koronis fa
ily (this particular shape resulted from long-term dynam
driven by radiation forces,Bottke et al., 2001). Finally, with
dcutoff � 95 m/s, the algorithm starts to select other stru
tures in the outer main belt that have unrelated origins. T
can be seen inFig. 4, where many small stalactites join th
Koronis family atdcutoff � 100 m/s.

According to these considerations,dcutoff = 10–20 m/s is
the best choice for the Karin cluster anddcutoff = 50–90 m/s
is best for the Koronis family. For other families, we choo
dcutoff using similar criteria. This effort requires human i
tervention because it is difficult (if not impossible) to pro-
gram a general algorithm that takes into account all rele
processes operating in the main belt (such as resona
radiation forces, etc.). A systematic analysis of 50+ clus-
ters required a significant work effort.11 The final product
of our algorithm are the asteroid families (Table 1), lists of
their members selected at appropriate cutoffs, and the li
background asteroids showing no apparent groups.Figure 6
illustrates this result: from top to bottom, the panels sh
all main-belt asteroids, family members, and background
teroids, respectively. From the total of 106,284 main-b
asteroids, 38,625 are family members (36.3% of total)
67,659 are background asteroids (63.7%).

To determine whether our algorithm produced a reas
ably complete list of asteroid families, we searched for re
ual clusters in the background asteroid population us

10 http://www.boulder.swri.edu~davidn/morby/NEWfam(100,000PE)/.
11 To demonstrate the statistical significance of each family we ge

ated synthetic distributions of the proper elements and applied the HC
to them. For example, to demonstrate larger than 99% statistical sig
cance of the Karin cluster, we generated 100 synthetic orbital distribution
corresponding to the Koronis family determined atdcutoff = 70 m/s (i.e.,
2388 asteroid positions at 2.83 < aP < 2.95 AU, 0.04 < eP < 0.06, and
0.033< iP < 0.04), and applied our HCM algorithm to these data. W
dcutoff = 10 m/s, we were unable to find a cluster containing more t
five members, yet the Karin family contains 84 members with thisdcutoff
(Fig. 5). We also used the HCM algorithm on 100 computer-generated
teroid belts (i.e., 106,284 random orbital positions at 2.1 < aP < 3.25 AU,
eP < 0.3, andiP < 0.3). Once again,dcutoff = 10 m/s yielded no meaning
ful structures. We are thus confident that the Karin cluster and other fam
to which we applied the same technique are statistically robust.

http://www.boulder.swri.edu~davidn/morby/NEWfam(100,000PE)/
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Table 1
List of selected, statistically-robust asteroid families with SDSS color data

Family dcutoff
(m/s)

# of
mem.

# in
SDSS

Tax.
type

PC1 PC2 Age
(Gy)

3 Juno 50 74 2/11 S 0.523 −0.150 –
4 Vesta 70 5575 372 V 0.491 −0.288 –
8 Flora 80 6131 449 S/C1 – – 1.0± 0.5d

10 Hygiea 80 1136 81 C 0.081 −0.170 2.0± 1.0g

15 Eunomia 80 3830 387 S 0.624 −0.156 2.5± 0.5g

20 Massalia 50 966 36 S 0.493 −0.139 0.3± 0.1d

24 Themis 90 2398 208 C 0.092 −0.179 2.5± 1.0a,g

44 Nysa(Polana) 60 4744 229 S/F2 – – –
46 Hestia 80 154 11 S 0.624 −0.151 –
87 Sylvia 60 19 1/2 – 0.137 0.033 –

128 Nemesis 70 133 12 C 0.189 −0.196 0.2± 0.1
137 Meliboea 120 57 12 C 0.185 −0.161 –
145 Adeona 60 533 68 C 0.112 −0.189 0.7± 0.5e,g

158 Koronis3 70 2304 174 S 0.522 −0.111 2.5± 1.0a,c

163 Erigone 80 410 22 C/X 0.138 −0.131 –
170 Maria 100 1621 155 S 0.578 −0.107 3.0± 1.0g

221 Eos 80 4412 457 S 0.466 −0.104 2.0± 0.5f

283 Emma 40 76 8/12 – 0.129 −0.053 –
293 Brasilia4 80 95 7/15 C/X 0.222 −0.076 0.05± 0.04
363 Padua 70 303 22 C/X 0.273 −0.122 0.3± 0.2
396 Aeolia 20 28 2/3 – 0.270 −0.187 –
410 Chloris 120 135 10 C/X 0.241 −0.093 0.7± 0.4
490 Veritas 50 284 35 C 0.212 −0.230 8.3± 0.5 Myd

569 Misa 80 119 8/15 C 0.154 −0.185 0.5± 0.2
606 Brangane 30 30 3/5 S 0.441 0.061 0.05± 0.04
668 Dora 70 404 35 C 0.091 −0.190 0.5± 0.2g

808 Merxia 100 271 16 S 0.455 −0.115 0.5± 0.2
832 Karin 10 84 3/6 S 0.387 −0.228 5.8± 0.2 Myd

845 Naema 40 64 8/13 C 0.135 −0.178 0.1± 0.05
847 Agnia 40 252 18 S 0.435 −0.169 0.2± 0.1

1128 Astrid 50 65 6/7 C 0.221 −0.210 0.1± 0.05
1272 Gefion 80 973 85 S 0.544 −0.123 1.2± 0.4e

1400 Tirela 70 212 13 – 0.714 −0.128 –
1639 Bower5 100 82 5/10 – 0.528 0.026 –
1644 Rafita 100 382 19 S 0.538 −0.127 1.5± 0.5
1726 Hoffmeister 50 235 22 C/X 0.058 −0.115 0.3± 0.2d

2980 Cameron 60 162 12 S 0.518 −0.116 –
3556 Lixiaohua 50 97 7/13 C/X 0.170 −0.080 0.3± 0.2
4652 Iannini 30 18 0/3 S6 0.324 −0.109 � 5 Myd

9506 Telramund 60 70 3/9 S 0.502 −0.166 –
18405 FY12 50 11 3/3 X 0.214 0.001 –

The columns are: lowest numbered asteroid family member; cutoff limit used (dcutoff); number of family members determined at this cutoff; number of fam
members in the SDSS MOC (for small families we listN1/N2; whereN1 is the number of family members with 0.1 or smaller errors in PC1 and PC2, and
N1 is the number of family members with 0.3 or smaller errors PC1 and PC2); common taxonomic-complex types among the family members as sugg
by PC1 and PC2 (not listed if ambiguous or listed, e.g., as C/X if both C- and X-types are common); the mean PC1 and PC2 values; and the age of th
family, when available. Sources for family ages are: (a)Marzari et al. (1995, 1999), (b) Durda and Dermott (1997), (c) Bottke et al. (2001), (d) Nesvorný et
al. (2002a, 2002b, 2003), (e) Carruba et al. (2003), (f) Vokrouhlický et al. (in preparation), (g)http://www.boulder.swri.edu~bottke/Yarkovsky, and this work
if no label appears in the last column.

1 Dynamical family shows a complex mixture of taxonomic types.
2 Nysa (S-type) and Polana (F-type;Cellino et al., 2002) families listed together.
3 The Karin cluster is excluded.
4 (293) Brasilia is probably an interloper(Nesvorný et al., 2003).
5 (1639) Bower is probably an interloper(Nesvorný et al., 2003).
6 Taxonomic type was determined for members withδPC1 < 0.3 andδPC2 < 0.3.
the d

in
-

proper elements and colors simultaneously. We defined
distance in(aP, eP, iP,PC1,PC2) space by

(3)d2 =
√

d2 + CPC
[
(δPC1)2 + (δPC2)2

]
,

where d is the distance in(aP, eP, iP) subspace define
in Eq. (2), δPC1 = |PC(1)

1 − PC(2)
1 |, andδPC2 = |PC(1)

2 −
PC(2)

2 |. The indexes (1) and (2) denote the two bodies
consideration.CPC is a factor that weights the relative im

http://www.boulder.swri.edu~bottke/Yarkovsky
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mi
Fig. 6. Decomposition of the asteroid belt into family and background asteroids. From top to bottom, the panels show all main-belt asteroids, the faly
members, and the background asteroids, respectively.
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portance of colors in our generalized HCM search. Witd

in m/s, we used typicallyCPC = 106 and varied this facto
in the 104–108 range to test the dependence of results.

We have found no statistically robust concentrations
the extended proper element/color space that would he
to identify new families. This result shows that the list
families in Table 1based on the available data is (at le
nearly) complete. We have also found that the general
HCM search is useful to identify family ‘halos,’ i.e., po
ulations of peripheric family members that were not join
with the rest of the family with the standard HCM and c
offs listed inTable 1. Some of these family halos may be al
seen in bottom panels ofFig. 6 that show proper elemen
distributions of the background asteroids (e.g., the Koro
family halo located ataP = 2.9 AU and smalliP). Other
halos, such as∼ 30 additional peripheric members of th
Nysa–Polana(Cellino et al., 2001)family can be identified
only in the extended proper element/color space, bec
they differ from their local background only by colors (i.e
PC1 � 0 for the Polana family).

By choosing cutoff distancesd , we compromised (i) to
include as many peripheric family members as possible,
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(ii) to avoid including many peripheric interlopers. The s
lected values ofd that are listed inTable 1are usually restric
tive (i.e., at the small end of the acceptable range) bec
one of the goals of our study is to determine the relia
mean colors for family members. We thus tried to avoid
cluding many peripheric interlopers by using smalld .

In total, we have identified∼ 50 statistically robust aste
oid families. We list 42 selected main-belt families inTable 1
(i.e., the Pallas family, othernonmain-belt families, and sev
eral substructures of the prominent main-belt families
not listed).Table 1includes all most-reliable asteroid fam
lies listed inBendjoya and Zappalà (2002); 25 in total, ex-
cept a dispersed clump of asteroids around (110) Lydia(Zap-
palà et al., 1994, 1995), which the HCM failed to identify in
the new proper elements catalog. The large overlap betw
our and previous family classifications shows the con
tency of our approach. By using more proper element t
previous studies, we found∼ 20 new, statistically-robust as
teroid families.

4. Ages of asteroid families

Motivated by issues related to space weathering, we
examine the correlation between the SDSS colors of a
oids and their surface ages. Asteroid families are usefu
this context because asteroidmembers of each family sha
the same origin (i.e., the same age). If we knew ages of a
oid families, we could better understand space weatherin
sues by studying color variations among them. For exam
recent work has suggested that S-type asteroids with ‘fr
surfaces may have spectra that resemble (or trend tow
the ordinary chondrite spectra (see, e.g.,Binzel et al., 2004,
and references therein). If so, members of young S-type
teroid families (such as the Karin cluster;Nesvorný et al.
2002a) may show more OC-like colors than older S-type
teroid families (such as, e.g., the Koronis family;Marzari et
al., 1995; Bottke et al., 2001).

To date, we know of four methods that allow us
estimate the age of an asteroid family: (i) Family Size-
Frequency Distribution (SFD) Modeling, (ii) Global Main
Belt SFD Modeling, (iii) Modeling of Family Spreading v
Thermal Forces, and (iv) Backward Numerical Integrat
of Orbits. We describe these methods below.

(i) Family SFD modeling. Marzari et al. (1995)have mod-
eled the collisional evolution of three prominent ast
oid families. Their collisional code evolves the initi
SFD with time to match the modeled SFD with the o
served SFD of a family. Using this method,Marzari et
al. (1995)estimated that the Themis and Koronis fa
ilies are of order 2 Gy old. These ages are uncer
because the initial SFD, scaling laws for impacts,
other parameters of the method are not known a pr
Moreover, in the case of the Eos family, Marzari et a
collision code generated no reasonable match to the
-

)

-

-

served SFD. Despite these limitations, Marzari et a
work was important because it showed that the pro
nent asteroid families are probably billions of years o

(ii) Global main-belt SFD modeling. Durda and Dermot
(1997) modeled the global collisional evolution
the main asteroid belt. Once the code is calibra
against the present SFD of the main belt, it can
used to calculate the typical time interval that elap
between breakups of diameterD asteroids. For exam
ple, Durda (personal communication) estimated th
D ∼ 100-km asteroid disrupts somewhere in the m
belt every 109 years, aD ∼ 50-km asteroid disrupt
every 2× 107 years, and aD ∼ 30-km asteroid dis
rupts every 5× 106 years. Although these estimat
have large uncertainties they show us that the la
families that correspond to breakups ofD ∼ 100-km
and larger parent bodies should be billions of ye
old, in agreement with (i). On the other hand, famil
originating from smaller parent bodies should be m
numerous. For example, hundreds of asteroid fam
with D ∼ 30 km parent bodies may have been produ
in the asteroid belt since its formation. However, suc
large number of small asteroid families is not obser
today. One obvious solution to this problem is to invo
some erasure mechanism that eliminates small ast
families over time. Indeed, a number of erasure mec
nisms are operating in the asteroid belt today(Marzari
et al., 1999; Bottke et al., 2001; Nesvorný et al., 200
Nesvorný and Bottke, 2004). It is thus likely that the
observed asteroid families derived from smaller pa
bodies are younger than those created by breakup
D � 100-km parent bodies (such as the Themis, Ko
nis and Eos families).

(iii) Modeling of family spreading via thermal forces. A re-
cent analysis has shown that the asteroid families
subject to slow spreading and dispersal via num
ous tiny resonances in the main belt(Nesvorný et al.
2002b). Moreover,D < 20 km asteroids are moved i
ward toward the Sun and outward away from the S
over comparatively long timescales by the Yarkovs
thermal effect; this mechanism provides another me
for dispersing families(Bottke et al., 2001; Nesvorn
et al., 2002b; Carruba et al., 2003; Nesvorný and B
tke, 2004). Therefore, old families’ orbital paramete
in (aP, eP, iP) space do not reflect the immediate o
comes of cratering events or catastrophic disrupti
Instead, they reveal how the family members evol
in (aP, eP, iP) space over long timescales by dyna
ical diffusion and chaotic resonances. On the o
hand, tight clusters in(aP, eP, iP) space should repre
sent young families that have not yet had an opportu
to disperse via dynamical mechanisms. Using theo
ical models of the Yarkovsky effect, D. Vokrouhlick
(personal communication) estimated that the Eos f
ily is 2.1±0.5 Gy old, andNesvorný et al. (2003)found
that the Themis and Massalia families are 2.5± 1.0 Gy
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Fig. 7. Absolute magnitudes (H ) and proper semimajor axes (aP) of the Themis (a) and Massalia (b) family members (dots). The V-shaped lines ind
positions of Yarkovsky-drifting bodies evolved from the center of the families over the indicated time intervals, assuming maximum theoretical drift rates
inward and outward. The drift rates were computed analytically using linearized approximations of the Yarkovsky effect(Vokrouhlický, 1999). Assuming
a tight initial orbital distribution of a newly born family, the family members are expected to be localized within one of the V-shaped contours. In, the
distribution inaP of the Themis family members withH � 12.5 is cut by the chaotic 11:5 and 2:1 mean motion resonances with Jupiter. Using members w
H � 12.5, we estimate that the Themis family is 2.5± 1.0 Gy old. From (b), the Massalia family is 300± 100 My old. These estimates are robust over a w
range of the physical parameters compatible with the family’s taxonomic type(Themis is C, Massalia is S) and with asteroidal surfaces covered by reglith.
The outliers shown in the figure are probably interlopers. Figure fromNesvorný et al. (2003).
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and 300± 100 My old, respectively. SeeFig. 7 for
a brief description of this method. Using the sa
method, W.F. Bottke (personal communication12) de-
termined the approximate ages of many other aste
families. We used the same means and determined
for most asteroid families that we have identified.
When available, we list these ages inTable 1. These
values are probably subject to a number of syst
atic and random errors. For example, physical pa
meters of asteroids such as the thermal conducti
albedo, rotation speed, surface and bulk densities,
are generally unknown. The strength of the Yarkov
effect depends on them in complicated ways (see,
Vokrouhlický, 1999). On the other hand, recent studi
(Chesley et al., 2003; Nesvorný and Bottke, 2004)used
observations to directly detect the Yarkovsky effect a
showed that the standard modeling of the Yarkovsky
fect matches the observationally-measured semim
axis evolution with reassuring precision. These resul
helped us to constrain some of the physical para
ters that are most crucial for the correct modeling
the Yarkovsky effect (such as, e.g., the thermal c
ductivity). We estimate that the uncertainty in physi
parameters produces up to∼ 50% uncertainties in th
age estimates. These uncertainties cannot compro
our analysis (see next section) because the determ
family ages range over three orders of magnitude.

12 http://www.boulder.swri.edu~bottke/Yarkovsky/.
s

,

A more fundamental limitation of an age estimate
rived from the spread of an asteroid family inaP is that
some part of this spread may come from the collisio
ejection of fragments rather than from the subsequ
gradual spreading of the family members by therm
effects(Dell’Oro et al., 2004). This is probably not an
important issue for most prominent families that a
spread enough to allow us to gauge their age prop
but poses difficulties for smaller and possibly youn
families. For example, we know that the Karin clus
was generated by a breakup of a≈ 30-km-diameter par
ent S-type body≈ 5.8 My ago(Nesvorný et al., 2002a
Nesvorný and Bottke, 2004); this family is spread abou
0.01 AU inaP. Because the 1- to 5-km-diameter me
bers of the Karin cluster drift at speeds of only ab
3–5× 10−5 AU per My (Nesvorný and Bottke, 2004,
the observed spread of the Karin cluster inaP must have
been generated by the breakup of the parent body ra
than by the latter slow evolution; we estimate tha
would take∼ 70 My for the Yarkovsky effect to gene
ate the observed spread which is much longer than
actual family’s age (≈ 5.8 My; Nesvorný et al., 2002a).
To roughly compensate for the ejection field comp
nent, we assumed ejection speeds ‘at infinity’V∞ ∼ 15
and V∞ ∼ 30 m/s for the S- and C-complex fam
lies, respectively. Ejection speeds of this order are s
gested by dynamical structures of young asteroid fa
lies (Nesvorný et al., 2002a, 2003)and by the Smooth
Particle Hydrodynamics modeling of asteroid break
(Michel et al., 2002, 2003). The difference betwee

http://www.boulder.swri.edu~bottke/Yarkovsky/
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the assumed ejection speeds for S- and C-type
ilies is related to different compositions of their pa
ent bodies. For example, to explain structures of
known pristine asteroid families, the S-type Karin clu
ter and the C-type Veritas family, we findV∞ ∼ 15 and
V∞ ∼ 30 m/s, respectively. These corrections produ
ages that are about 70 and 140 My shorter than th
determined ifV∞ = 0 is assumed.
We used the above corrections in an attempt to
solve an apparent problem with ages determined f
V∞ = 0: three families for which the rigorous meth
(iv) worked (see below) are all younger than 10 My (
Karin, Veritas and Iannini families). On the other han
none of the ages determined from families’ dispersi
in aP usingV∞ = 0 was larger than 10 My but short
than 100 My even though we find no reason to beli
that such ages should not occur. Although our solu
of this problem may be simplistic, we adopted it to i
prove the consistency between methods (iii) and (iv
Perhaps a more appropriate choice than a fixedV∞
for all S- and C-type families would be to assume
initial spread of a family that increases (on avera
with the size of the family’s parent body (i.e., famil
forming impacts in large bodies must produce lar
ejection speeds so that fragments can escape). Fo
ample,Dell’Oro et al. (2004)argued that∼ 50% of
the present spreads in the semimajor axis of promi
asteroid families is due toV∞. If so, the age values de
termined withV∞ = 0 should be reduced by a factor
∼ 2. We are developing a method whereV∞ and age
can be fitted simultaneously to orbital distributions
at least several prominent families (Vokrouhlický et
in preparation). This superior method will help us
obtain better understanding ofV∞ for family age esti-
mates from (iii). Our preliminary results suggest value
of V∞ that are intermediate between the values
sumed here andV∞ recommended byDell’Oro et al.
(2004).

(iv) Backward numerical integration of orbits. To determine
the exact age of a family the orbits of the family me
bers must be numerically integrated into the past.
goal is to show that in some previous epoch the or
of all cluster members were nearly the same(Nesvorný
et al., 2002a). There are two angles that determine
orientation of an orbit in space: the longitude of the
cending node (Ω) and the argument of perihelion (ω).
Due to planetary perturbations these angles evolve
different but nearly constant speeds for individual
teroid orbits. Today, the orbits of the family membe
are oriented differently inspace because their slight
dissimilar periods ofΩ andω produce slow differen
tial rotation of their orbits with respect to each oth
Eventually, this effect allowsΩ andω to obtain nearly
uniform distributions in[0◦,360◦]. For a short time
after the parent body breakup, however, the orie
tions of the fragments’ orbits must have been nearly
-

same.Nesvorný et al. (2002a, 2003)used this method
to determine the ages of the Karin (5.8 ± 0.2 My) and
Veritas (8.3± 0.5 My) families, and also found that th
tight family associated with (4652) Iannini is probab
� 5 My old. Unfortunately, Nesvorný et al.’s metho
can not be used to determine ages of asteroid fa
lies that are much older than≈ 10 My, because th
orbital evolution of asteroids is usually chaotic and n
reversible on� 10-My time scales.

In Table 1, we list ages for those asteroid families f
which the age estimates are available. Ages of the Th
and Koronis families determined from (i) (∼ 2 Gy) are con-
sistent with determinations obtained from (ii) (∼ 2.5 Gy).
We list the latter values inTable 1, because we believe th
(iii) generally provides a more reliable estimate of age. S
ilarly, (iv) is obviously more reliable and precise than (
for the young asteroid families.

We do not list age estimates for fourteen families inTa-
ble 1. In these cases, methods (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) we
found to provide unsatisfactory constraints on age or the
determination was not required because the spectral ty
a family is clearly not C or S (families (3) Vesta and (140
Tirela) and/or reliable mean values of PC1 and PC2 cannot
be determined with the available data (families (283) Em
(396) Aeolia, (1639) Bower, (9506) Telramund and (184
FY12). For example, method (iv) does not work for any
these families because they are� 50 My old and/or their re
cent orbital histories cannot bereproduced because of chao
Method (iii) does not work for these families for a numb
of reasons. We list these reasons in the following paragr

(3) Juno and (4) Vesta families correspond to crate
events for which the contribution of ejection speeds to
present spreads of families inaP may be large(Asphaug,
1997). Method (iii) fails in these cases because we c
not neglect this contribution and have no means to s
rate it from the subsequent spreading by thermal effe
(44) Nysa–Polana clan is a case of two families that o
lap in aP, eP, iP space and are difficult to separate (e
Cellino et al., 2002). (87) Sylvia family is located in a dy
namically complicated region ataP ∼ 3.5 AU where chaotic
resonances (rather than thermal effects) determine the
namical structure of a family. Similarly, (46) Hestia a
(2980) Cameron families (both S-type) were affected
strong chaotic resonances in the past (e.g., the 3:1 m
motion resonance for the Hestia family) that removed la
fractions of their original populations. The dynamical str
tures of these families inaP–H space (seeFig. 7) cannot be
fit by a V-shaped boundary. (18405) FY12 family has o
eleven known members. For this reason, its age cann
reliably determined by method (iii) which is statistical in n
ture. Finally, (137) Meliboea family is a C-type family
the outer main belt that is probably>100 My old because o
its large spread inaP, eP, iP. The large fraction of dynamica
interlopers (∼ 30% based on the SDSS colors) and the
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.
h

Fig. 8. Principal color components PC1 and PC2 of the main-belt asteroids observed by theSDSS. We show only those data points that haveδPC1 < 0.1
andδPC2 < 0.1. From the total of 7593 main-belt asteroids, 3026 are family members(right panel), and 4567 are background main-belt objects (left panel)
Vertical dashed line shows an approximate boundary between areas populated by the S- and C-complex asteroids. We study the color variations within tese
categories separately for family members.
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ficulty to choose an adequatedcutoff prevents us from bette
estimating the age of this family.

5. Colors of asteroid families

We used the subset of entries in the SDSS MOC that w
matched to asteroids with known orbit elements(Juríc et
al., 2002)and that haveδPC1 < 0.1 andδPC2 < 0.1, where
δPC1 andδPC2 are the measurement errors in the princi
components.13 In total, we studied colors of 7593 main
belt asteroids of which 3026 are family members and 4
are background main belt objects (Fig. 8). In the follow-
ing analysis we will concentrate on color variation betwe
asteroid families and its correlation with their age. Other
sues, such as the color variations within families, colors
the background population, etc., will be discussed elsew
(Jedicke et al., in preparation).

Table 1shows the taxonomic-complex types for famili
for which the classification was obvious according to
criteria defined in Section2. In cases where the taxonom
type of a family was known previously from observations
its large members (seeCellino et al. (2002)and reference
therein) we find that this taxonomic type is also predomin
for small asteroid family members observed by the SD
(see alsoIvezić et al., 2002). Our simple criteria, howeve
do not distinguish between subcategories within the th
broad taxonomic complexes S, C, and X. For this reason
list some families as being taxonomic S-complex type (
part of the S-complex as defined byBus and Binzel, 2002b)
although a more refined classification is possible from
SDSS colors in some cases and/or the exact family’s t

13 For those asteroids that were observed more than once by the S
we use the color measurement that has the smallest error.
,

nomic type was determined by past spectroscopic sur
(see, e.g.,Bus (1999)andCellino et al. (2002)). Five fami-
lies that appear to be either C- or X-complex type (no. 2
363, 410, 1726 and 3556) are listed as C/X. For example
(1726) Hoffmeister family is either C or F type according t
Cellino et al. (2002).

Our Table 1includes 24 families that were not listed
Cellino et al. (2002)because their taxonomic type was n
known previously. On the other hand,Cellino et al. (2002)
listed 11 families that are not included in ourTable 1. Four
of these families (14 Bellona, 88 Thisbe, 226 Weringia, 7
Watsonia) are very dispersed asteroid groups in prope
ement space and have been identified by means of spec
troscopy rather than by the analysis of the proper eleme
The (2) Pallas family is not included in our list becau
(2) Pallas has highly inclined orbit and does not appea
the catalog of analytically calculated proper elements th
we use here. Three of Cellino et al.’s families (125 Libe
trix, 237 Coelestina, 322 Phaeo) were identified by mean
of the wavelet analysis of the proper elements. These fa
lies are statistically less robust because the wavelet analy
is known to impose more relaxed criteria on family memb
ship than the HCM(Zappalà et al., 1995). The (2085) Henan
and (110) Lydia families are rather dispersed, possibly
families that we have failed to identify as reliable aster
families by using the most recent proper element catalog
nally, the HCM fails to identify Cellino et al.’s (45) Eugen
family with d � 120 m/s, while all our other families show
many members withd � 120 m/s values. Given the goals o
this study we favor more restrictive criteria for family mem
bership and will not use these families in our analysis.

We selected those families that are clearly either S-,
or X-complex type. Unusual cases, such as the Flora
Erigone families that show many members with SDSS
ors corresponding to two or more distinct taxonomic co
plexes, were excluded from the analysis. Next, we remo
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have larger PC2, and span large color range. The recently-formed (490) Veritas and (832) Karin families are denoted in black. Their colors are located
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all interlopers from the S-, C-, and X-complex families (e
those member asteroids that have unusual colors relati
the most other members), and calculated〈PC1〉 and〈PC2〉,
where〈PCj 〉 is the arithmetic mean of thej th principal com-
ponent over the remaining members of each asteroid fam

Figure 9shows the mean colors of S-, C- and X-comp
families. The S-complex families have PC1 > 0.35 while C-
and X-complex families have PC1 < 0.35. The V-type Vesta
family (denoted in green) differs from the S-type famil
by small PC2. The (832) Karin cluster and the (490) Ve
itas family, the two youngest known asteroid families fo
which we have good color data, are located on a perip
of regions in(PC1,PC2) plane that are populated by the
and C-type families. There is a significant spread of PC1 and
PC2 for families of the same taxonomic complex. For exa
ple, two C-complex families can differ by∼ 0.1–0.2 in PC1
and/or PC2. Because measurement errors and errors o
mean colors are� 0.05,Fig. 9 documents true color differ
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Fig. 10. Relation between PC1 and the average spectral slope measu
between 0.35 and 0.9 µm. The average slopes have been calculated
five colors listed in the SDSS MOC for those measurements that
δPC1 < 0.1 andδPC2 < 0.1. PC1 is a strong function of the spectral slop
The dashed line is the best linear fit with average slope∝ 0.165× PC1.

ences between families. This result is consistent with stu
of spectral variability among families by higher-resoluti
spectrophotometric measurements (cf.Cellino et al., 2002).

A simple explanation for this behavior is to interpret c
ors in terms of mineralogical differences between pa
bodies of asteroid families. To this end, we must know h
PC1 and PC2 correlate with spectral features that are di
nostic for presence of specific minerals.Figure 10shows
that PC1 is an effective measure of the average spec
slope between 0.35 and 0.9 µm. On the other hand,2
correlates with the spectral curvature generated by b
absorption features such as the 1-µm olivine/pyroxene ab
sorption band (e.g.,Gaffey et al., 2002). These spectral fea
tures are also affected by asteroid surface properties
as the presence of particulate regolith, temperature,
(e.g.,Johnson and Fanale, 1973; Roush and Singer, 19).
Moreover, the spectral slope and the depth of the 1
absorption band is affected by space weathering proce
(e.g.,Pieters et al., 2000; Hapke, 2001; Clark et al., 200
Chapman, 2004).

To address these issues, we searched for correlatio
PC1 and PC2 with asteroid size, distance from the Sun, a
of an asteroid family, etc. Interestingly, the only statistica
significant correlation we found is a correlation between P1
and the age of an asteroid family.Figure 11shows a plot of
PC1 as a function of age for selected S- and C-complex as
oid families: (a) all S-complex families that appear inFig. 9
but (606) Brangane; we also include the S-type (4652)
nini family in Fig. 11 using its members withδPC1 < 0.3
and δPC2 < 0.3.14 (b) All C-complex families that appea

14 It may be debatable whether or not the Iannini family should be
cluded in the current analysis because we do not have good SDSS colo
.

s

f

a

in a dashed polygon inFig. 9. We plot only these C-comple
families inFig. 11because we have found that the remain
six C- and X-type families do not show a clear correlat
between PC1 and age. We motivate this selection by the f
that families such as, e.g., the (18405) FY12 family w
mean PC2 ∼ 0, are likely to have a very different mine
alogical composition from the C-complex families. For t
same reason we exclude the (606) Brangane family from
analysis of the S-complex families because it has unusu
large PC2 (cf. Jedicke et al., 2004).

The trends for S- and C-complex families inFig. 11are
opposite. Young S-complex families generally have sma
PC1 than old S-complex families, while young C-compl
families tend to have larger PC1 than old C-type families
This produces a sort of convergence, where in the limi
zero age the S- and C-complex families would converge h
similar values (∼ 0.3) of PC1. This does not mean that spe
tra of the S- and C-complex families become identical in
limit of zero age; they differ in dimensions orthogonal
PC1.

We assign these color vs. age trends to effects of s
weathering. In our scenario, surfaces of the member a
oids of a family were initially covered by a (perhaps th
layer of ‘fresh’ particulate material that had been excava
by the disruption event from the parent body interior. T
is consistent with recent results that favor low values
the surface thermal conductivity for Karin family membe
(Nesvorný and Bottke, 2004). This surface material wa
then subject to space weathering effects. Spectral cha
produced by these effects over time should be similar
all member asteroids of a single asteroid family, beca
they should have similar mineralogy(Bus, 1999)and their
surfaces have the same age. Because PC1 is a proxy for
the spectral slope (Fig. 10), Fig. 11suggests that colors o
S- and C-complex asteroids become increasingly ‘red’ an
‘blue’ over time, respectively. The former result confirm
findings ofJedicke et al. (2004)and is consistent with pre
vious studies of space weathering by remote sensing
ground-based spectrophotometry (seeClark et al., 2002a
Chapman, 2004, for reviews).

Figure 11shows that there is an age-dependent com
nent to asteroid colors along with mineralogical differences
Because we have no a priori means of disentangling t
effects we make no distinction between families of differ
taxonomic types within the S- and C-complexes. Some
tification for this approach is suggested by the large c
difference between the (832) Karin and (158) Koronis fa
ilies. The Karin family was formed by a breakup of a fo
mer Koronis family member(Nesvorný et al., 2002a). For

for this family (i.e., none of its members hasδPC1 < 0.1 andδPC2 < 0.1).
Moreover, the spectral classification of this family is uncertain becaus
its unusual PC2 value (Table 1; it is likely an S-complex family because
is located in the inner part of the mainbelt that is predominantly populate
by S-type objects). For these reasons, our interpretation of the SDSS c
for this family should be taken with caution.
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panel). We plot here only those C-complex families that appear in the polygon area inFig. 9. Each family is denoted by its lowest numbered member aste
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families show correlations between PC1 and age. These correlations (denoted by dashed lines) are statistically significant. The trends are opposite. Yo
S-complex families generally have smaller PC1 than old S-complex families, while young C-complex families tend to have larger PC1 than old C-complex
families. The dashed lines show our best log-linear fits to these trends.
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this reason, the Karin and Koronis family asteroids sho
be compositionally similar. Yet, their SDSS colors dif
(Fig. 9). It is natural to assign this color differences to sp
weathering effects because the Karin family is one of
most recently-formed families in the asteroid belt (5.8 ±
0.2 My old (Nesvorný et al., 2002a)) while the Koronis fam-
ily is one of the oldest (∼ 2–3 Gy old;Marzari et al., 1995
Bottke et al., 2001).

The trends inFig. 11 cannot be explained by assumi
that the mean SDSS color varies with asteroid size ra
than with family age. On one hand it is true that youn
families have usually smaller parent bodies, because s
main-belt asteroids are disrupted at higher rates than
ones. Also, fragments of small parent bodies are smaller
those produced by breakups of large parent bodies. On
other hand, the mean SDSS colors are dominated by s
H � 13.0 asteroids which are abundant in both the large
small families. For this reason, the correlation between
SDSS’s PC1 and age occurs independently of whether we
or do not consider a size-limited sample of family memb
We have made this and other tests and found no correl
of color with size. We also argue that the parent body
the young Veritas family (∼ 140 km in size;Tanga et al.
1999) was larger than parent bodies of many prominent
families. Thus, the colors of the Veritas family (Fig. 9) may
bear signatures of the recent origin of this family rather than
being determined by the size of its parent body.

Correlations between PC1 and log10 t have been fit by
straight lines. We used thefitexy routine from Numerica
l

,

Recipes(Press et al., 1992)which let us fit PC1 vs. log10 t

accounting for errors associated with both values (for PC1
errors, we used the RMS range of PC1 values within the fam
ily). The dashed lines inFig. 11show our best-fit results. Fo
the S-complex families, we found that PC1 = A log10 t + B

(t in My) with A = 0.068± 0.024 andB = 0.312± 0.060,
where the formal errors were determined byfitexy. The
real uncertainty of this empirical fit must be larger than
formal errors because of the effect of varying composi
among the S-complex families. The slope of the distri
tion is significant at greater than the 3σ level and there is a
76% correlation coefficient between PC1 and log10(t). For
the C-type families, we found a less robust correlation w
the best-fit parameters given byA = −0.052± 0.023 and
B = 0.265± 0.076.

UsingFig. 10that relates PC1 with the spectral slope, w
find that the mean spectral slope of the S-complex fam
increases with time as≈ 0.01 µm−1 × log10 t . This empiri-
cal fit is valid only for 2.5 � t � 3000 My (the time interva
where we have data) and for the mean spectral slope d
mined from wide-wavelength filter photometry obtained
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (for reasons discussed in S
tion 2). This result is as one would intuitively expect—t
rate of space weathering is greatest for freshly exposed
faces and as the object ages there is less opportunity for
weathering to occur on an already weathered surface.
functional form of the fit that we use here is arbitrary. W
choose it because the log-linear fit is simple and does
require any special assumptions about the nature of s
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weathering effects. SeeJedicke et al. (2004)for an alter-
native, theoretically-motivated form of the fit function. S
Pieters et al. (2000)andNoble et al. (2004)for a discussion
of factors that determine the space weathering rate as a
tion of time.

The correlation shown inFig. 11for the S-complex fam
ilies would be much weaker than calculated above if
data points corresponding to the youngest families (s
as the Iannini, Karin and Agnia families) were exclud
from the analysis. For this reason, the youngest families
vide a crucial constraint on our scenario. Fortunately,
youngest of all, the Karin and Iannini clusters, are rob
dynamical families with solid age determinations(Nesvorný
et al., 2002a, 2003; Nesvorný and Bottke, 2004). Also, the
S-complex members of the Iannini cluster have distinct
ors from their local background of predominantly C-ty
asteroids. It is thus difficult to explain the colors of Kar
and Iannini cluster members by using other assumption

The young Veritas family and the old Themis and Hyg
families are similarly important to constrain the color-a
correlation for the C-complex families inFig. 11. The Veri-
tas family is a robust dynamical family with solid age det
mination(Milani and Farinella, 1994; Nesvorný et al., 200.
The ages of the Themis and Hygiea families are certain
to about∼ 50%.Figure 11shows asteroid family ages over
three orders of magnitude range: the Iannini, Karin, and V
itas families being the youngest (< 10 My) and the Maria
family being probably the oldest (∼ 3 Gy). For this reason
∼ 50% errors in some family age estimates cannot com
mise our results.

As was argued earlier, some part of the PC1 variability be-
tween families must come from the compositional variabi
between their parent bodies. For this reason, the sprea
data points around the best-fit lines inFig. 11 is not sur-
prising. On the other hand, we find it hard to believe t
compositional variability has a dominant effect inFig. 11,
because we do not see any reason why colors of young
ilies would differ from colors of old ones.

To probe the effect of composition we compared the
flectance spectra of the S-complex Karin and Koronis fam
ilies (Fig. 12). Because the Karin cluster was produced
a breakup of a former Koronis family member, the min
alogical composition of these families should be similar
contrast, the spectral slopes at 0.5–0.9 µm of Karin clu
members are significantly shallower than the spectral slo
of Koronis family members (Fig. 12). Moreover, the Karin
cluster members show an absorption feature at∼ 0.9 µm
that is deeper than that of Koronis family members. We find
about 15% difference in flux at∼ 0.9 µm when the flux
is normalized at∼ 0.55 µm. This comparison shows th
the difference in composition among the S-complex fami
cannot account for the color trends of S-complex familie
Fig. 11.

Unfortunately, a similar comparison can not yet be m
for the C-complex families because we have not yet ide
fied a recent breakup of a member of an old C-complex f
-

f

-

Fig. 12. SDSS spectrophotometric data for the S-complex Koronis an
Karin families. Using the same method as inFig. 2, we plot the mean re
flectance of Koronis family members that haveδPC1 < 0.1 andδPC2 < 0.1
(dashed line), and the RMS variation of the reflectance within the Kor
family (shaded area around the dashed line). The mean spectral reflectanc
for the Karin cluster (solid line with RMS bars at effective wavelengths
the SDSS filters) were calculated with the same criteria. The Karin clu
shows a shallower spectral slope and deeper 1-µm absorption band th
Koronis family.

ily. We may, however, compare the colors of the Veritas fa
ily (youngest known C-complex family) with some comp
sitional analog. Possible analogs are the Themis and Hy
families. These families are located in the same regio
the main belt as the Veritas family (a ∼ 3.2 AU) suggesting
that their parent bodies may have accreted from roughly
same part of the proto-planetary disk. The Themis and
giea families are also the oldest C-complex families kno
(2.5 ± 1 and 2± 1 Gy, respectively;Table 1). By compar-
ing their colors with the 8.3± 0.5 My old Veritas family, the
effects of space weathering can be best identified. Bec
the Themis and Hygiea families have nearly identical col
we concentrate on the comparison between the Veritas an
Themis families (Fig. 13).

Figure 13illustrates the spectral difference between
two families. The spectral slope of the Veritas family is
average steeper than that of the Themis family. No coun
part exists among the Themis family members for the s
spectral slope at short wavelengths that is typical for
Veritas family members. Other young C-complex famil
(such as, e.g., the (1128) Astrid family) have spectral slo
that are similar to that of the Veritas family. We believe th
these facts may indicate that thespace weathering process
modify colors of the C-complex asteroids over time. W
cannot exclude that compositional differences between
C-complex families cause these spectral variations. If
Veritas, Themis and Hygiea families are removed fr
Fig. 11, evidence for the age–color correlation among
C-complex families becomes statistically insignificant.
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Fig. 13. SDSS spectrophotometric data for the C-complex Themis and Ve
itas families. We plot the mean reflectance of Themis family members
have δPC1 < 0.1 and δPC2 < 0.1 (dashed line), and its standard er
(shaded area around the dashed line). The mean spectral reflectances
the Veritas family (solid line with error bars) were calculated with the sa
criteria. The mean spectral slope of the Veritas family is steeper tha
mean spectral slope of the Themis family.

6. Summary and discussion

Our work provides new evidence for space weath
ing effects. Using a novel method, we found that the
flectance spectra of the S-complex asteroids become re
der and that the broad absorption band at 1 µm become
shallower over time. We measured the rate of these s
tral changes. We estimated that the mean spectral slop
tween 0.35 and 0.9 µm increases with timet (given in My)
as ≈ 0.01 µm−1 × log10 t . This empirical fit is valid only
for 2.5 � t � 3000 My and cannot be easily extrapola
to arbitrarily small or larget . We also found that Gy-old
terrains of S-type asteroids reflect about 15% more l
at ∼ 1-µm wavelengths than an∼ 5-My-old S-type aster
oid surface when the flux is normalized by the reflec
light at 0.55 µm. These spectral changes were determ
from the wide-wavelength filter photometry obtained by
Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Because the SDSS filters int
grate the spectral reflectance over their 0.1–0.3-µm wi
(issue discussed in Section2), caution is required to compa
the determined spectral changes with other recent studies
space weathering effects that used higher-resolution spect
(e.g.,Clark et al., 2001, 2002a, 2002b; Murchie et al., 20
Chapman, 2004; Binzel et al., 2004).

The S-complex families with<10 My ages (832 Karin
and 4652 Iannini) are important in establishing the age–c
correlation for the S-complex families. The ages of th
young families were determined by the most reliable metho
(iv) described in Section4. On the other hand, 1σ errors of
mean PC1 and PC2 for these families are among the larg
-
-

among the S-complex families because only a small num
of their dynamical members were observed by the SD
We expect this situation will improve when new, enlarg
releases of the SDSS MOC will become available. Un
tunately, only one recent C-complex family is known (4
Veritas). This makes it more difficult to obtain conclusive
idence for the space weathering processes on the C-com
asteroids. Nevertheless, we found a correlation between
and colors for the C-complex families. If real, this result s
gests that the C-complex asteroids show spectral altera
by space weathering effects that decrease their mean
tral slope over time. This result needs verification. Whe
new young C-complex family is identified in the main b
we predict that its members will show spectral slopes sim
to those of the Veritas family members.

The opposite trends in weathering effects for S-
C-complex asteroids could be due to the compositional
ferences between the two general types of asteroids. M
experimental work needs to be done on space weath
of carbonaceous materials before this issue can be u
stood. The inherent opacity of carbonaceous material
vents transmission and multiple scattering, and suppre
both the spectral features and any process that may m
them (e.g.,Shingareva et al., 2003). For example, experi
ments on vapor-deposited nanophase iron show this e
lessens for the low-albedo surface of carbonaceous c
drites. These results explain the lack of color and alb
variations on (253) Mathilde(Veverka et al., 1999; Clark e
al., 1999). Another possibility is that the regolith surface o
hydrated asteroid could devolatilize and dehydrate over t
Indeed, there is a mixture of dry and hydrated objects am
the low-albedo asteroids(Rivkin et al., 2003). In this sce-
nario, the hydrated minerals which become exposed from
deep interior of the parent body by the family-forming i
pact loose their water content over time. It is not clear, h
ever, whether (i) the hydrated minerals can retain their w
content during the family-forming impact, and (ii) wheth
the optical properties of hydrated minerals are compa
with the SDSS colors of young C-type families (such as
(490) Veritas family;Fig. 13).

An intriguing application of the determined weatheri
rates is the possibility to estimate surface ages for individ
S- and C-complex asteroids from their color. A system
study of this problem, however, goes beyond the scop
the present study.

Our work has important implications for the origin
ordinary-chondrite (OC) meteorites which are the m
abundant class of meteorites found on the Earth. The
flectance spectra of OC meteorites that are obtained i
laboratories show a shallow spectral slope and very d
olivine/pyroxene absorption bands, which are uncomm
spectral features among the main-belt asteroids. This is su
prising because meteorites arefragments of the main-be
asteroids (e.g.,McSween, 1999); the spectral characteristic
of the OC meteorites and many main-belt asteroids sh
thus be similar.
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To resolve this apparent paradox,Chapman and Salisbur
(1973) proposed a number of processes that may acc
for the observed difference. More recently, color variatio
on surfaces of S-type asteroids observed by the Galileo
NEAR spacecrafts ((243) Ida, (951) Gaspra, (433) E
provided strong evidence for the space weathering hypo
sis because older surface terrains were found to be da
and redder in appearance(Veverka et al., 2000; Clark e
al., 2001, 2002a, 2002b; Murchie et al., 2002; Chapm
2004)than some geologically recent surface markings.
crometeorite impacts and/or solar wind irradiation that p
duces nanophase iron particles on asteroid regolith gr
is thought to be responsible for these spectral alterat
(Cassidy and Hapke, 1975; Hapke, 2001; Pieters et al., 2
Sasaki et al., 2001).

Our results shows that there is an age-dependent co
nent to asteroid colors along with mineralogical differences
We cannot disentangle thesetwo effects because we do n
distinguish between taxonomic subcategories of the C-
S-complexes. For example,Gaffey et al. (1993)proposed a
classification scheme based onmineralogical absorption fea
tures in the near IR that suggests that only one subcate
of the S-complex, S(IV), is mineralogically similar to O
meteorites. Unfortunately, our analysis cannot be restri
to those families of the S(IV) type because: (1) the Gaffe
al.’s mineralogical classification scheme has only been a
plied to 39 asteroids, (2) that classification scheme igno
the possibility of space weathering, assigning all spec
variability withing the S-complex to mineralogical divers
fication, and (3) the limited wavelength range of the SD
filters does not allow us to classify asteroids into the Ga
et al.’s S-complex subcategories. Similarly, the (221) E
family contains many K-type (taxonomic subcategory wit
the S-complex) asteroids that are thought to be relate
the CO3 and CV3 chondrites rather than the OC meteo
(Doressoundiram et al., 1998).

By contrasting colors of the S-type Koronis and Ka
families we found that compositional differences can
account (entirely) for the SDSS color differences. The K
ronis family originated from a compositionally homog
neous (probably nondifferentiated) parent asteroid becau
its member asteroids show homogeneous colors. The K
cluster formed as a result of breakup of a∼ 30-km-diameter
Koronis family member. The asteroids in the Karin clu
ter must be compositionally similar to the Koronis fam
members. Yet the colors differ (Fig. 9). It is also difficult
to explain how compositional differences could produce
trends shown inFig. 11.

Because we were able to measure the space weath
rate for S-complex asteroids we can draw several im
tant conclusions for the origin of OC meteorites and for
surface geology of asteroids. According to our results,
reflectance spectrum of the S-complex asteroids with a
million-year surface age (such as members of the Kari
Iannini families) appears to be converging toward that
OC meteorites. This result presents strong support for
t

r

;

-

g

lier speculations that many S-complex asteroids could be
meteorite parent bodies.

The Azzurra impact crater,its ejecta, and some sma
morphologically fresh craters imaged by the Galileo spa
craft at (243) Ida (a member of the Koronis family) sho
bluer-than-average colors and the 1-µm absorption band
is ∼ 10–15% deeper (flux normalized at∼ 0.55 µm) than
the same spectral band observed on Ida’s weathered te
(e.g.,Veverka et al., 1996; Sullivan et al., 1996). Comparing
these values with the ones found in our study (e.g.,Fig. 12),
we find that the youngest studied surface features on
have ages that are comparable to or somewhat older tha
of the Karin cluster (i.e.,� 6 My). This result has impor
tant implications for the geology of (243) Ida. In princip
the morphologically fresh craters on Ida could be given
solute dates by carefully sorting their spectra and by u
the space weathering rate that we have determined.

The Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) show an abundanc
so-called Q-type asteroids (about 20% of≈ 300 surveyed
NEOs are Q-types; seeBinzel et al. (2002)for a recent re-
view), which are direct spectrophotometric analogs for
ordinary chondritic material. In contrast, no Q-type astero
has been found to date among the∼ 2000 surveyed main
belt asteroids (MBAs; e.g.,Bus and Binzel, 2002a, 2002b).
This lack of spectrophotometric main-belt analogs for
OC meteorites is a long-debated and fundamental p
lem. It is now generally accepted that space weathe
processes similar to those acting on the Moon (Gold, 1955;
Pieters et al., 2000;seeHapke, 2001, for a review) can
darken and redden the initially OC-like (Q-type) spectr
of a fresh asteroid surface, giving it an S-type appeara
(seeClark et al. (2001, 2002a, 2002b); andChapman (2004
for direct evidence for space weathering processes from th
NEAR-Shoemaker and Galileo spacecrafts, andBus and
Binzel (2002b)for a definition of Q-type spectra).

The canonical interpretation of these results is that
lack of Q-type asteroids among the observationally s
pled MBAs is related to asteroid-size-dependent effects
surface regolith or to the shorter collisional lifetimes
smaller asteroids (e.g.,Johnson and Fanale, 1973; Binz
et al., 1998, 2001, 2002, 2004; Rabinowitz, 1998; White
2001). Indeed, current spectrophotometric surveys of MB
are largely incomplete in the size range of typical NE
(� 5-km diameters).

Researchers hypothesize that: (i) Survival lifetim
against catastrophic disruption (seeDavis et al., 2002) de-
crease with decreasing size. Thus, on average, as w
amine smaller and smaller objects, we should see you
and younger surfaces. (ii) Surfaces showing Q-type s
tral properties should thus exist, on average, only am
the smallest asteroids, which become easy spectrosc
targets only when they enter into NEO space. (iii) Lar
OC-like asteroids in the main belt should show, on avera
‘space-weathered’ spectral properties, explaining why the
are taxonomically classified as S-type asteroids.
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There are several problems with this “standard scenario
For example, many km-sized and larger Q-type NEOs
be found that have collisional lifetimes� 100 My (a recen
study byBottke et al. (2002)suggests their	 100 My colli-
sional lifetimes). Yet, our measurements of the space we
ering rate (see alsoJedicke et al., 2004; Yoshida et al., 200
Sasaki et al., 2004) suggest that space weathering proces
operate on shorter timescales (� 10 My) to modify the
Q-type spectrum into the S-type spectrum (i.e., prod
a steeper spectral slope, suppress 1- and 2-µm abso
bands; e.g.,Hapke, 2001). If so, we require that the observe
Q-type NEOs have surface ages that are� 10 My. This im-
plication of the standard scenario is at odds with the coll
sional and dynamical models of the NEOs’ origin becaus
requires that� 20% of NEOs were produced by collision
breakups of large bodies within the past� 10 My. In con-
trast, models predict much longer durations for proce
like the Yarkovsky effect and small resonances to in
collisional fragments into the planet-crossing space (
Migliorini et al., 1998; Bottke et al., 2002; Morbidelli an
Vokrouhlický, 2003; Binzel et al., 2004). Whiteley (2001)
andBinzel et al. (2002)discuss other objections to the sta
dard scenario.

To resolve these problems, we propose a new scenar
the origin of Q-type NEOs that assumes that surfaces oQ-
type NEOs have been recently (i.e., within the past� 10 My)
reset by tidal effects. To showthat this scenario is plaus
ble, we estimate that a typical NEO suffers on average a
one encounter to within 2 Roche radii (RRoche) from the
Earth every≈ 10 My. This time interval between encou
ters is comparable with the average orbital lifetime of NE
(≈ 5 My according toBottke et al., 2002) and is also compa
rable with the range of space weathering timescales tha
determine here. Consequently, if tidal encounters at 2RRoche

can reset the surface, Q-type NEOs could be as nume
as S-type NEOs. Perhaps only closer encounters matte
comparison, encounters up to five planet radii (this limit
pends on shape and spin rate) can produce strong disto
of a rubble-pile NEO and material stripping that accounts u
to 10% of the preencounter NEO’s mass(Richardson et al.
1998). If our scenario is correct, Q-type asteroids must
rare among the MBAs.

The SDSS MOV is the only resource available to us
shows a correlation of spectrum with age for the aste
families. Conversely, we were not able to identify any s
nificant change as a function of time for asteroid alb
values listed in the Supplementary IRAS Minor Planet S
vey (SIMPS,Tedesco et al., 2002) and for the J/H and K/H
near-IR band ratios listed in the 2-Micron All Sky Surv
(2MASS, Sykes et al., 2000). This might be due to a lac
of sensitivity of our technique (e.g., space weathering oc
ring too fast) and could indicate that different processes
at varying time scales to create the overall space weath
phenomenon. For example,Pieters et al. (2000)andNoble
et al. (2004)found that small degrees of space weathe
n

r

t

s
r

s

more strongly influence the visible region of spectra, wh
leaving the near-IR largely unaffected.

The 5-color photometry obtained by the Sloan Dig
Sky Survey is the only current source that provides spe
information for small asteroid families. For example, none
the Karin and Iannini cluster members have been obse
by SMASS(Bus and Binzel, 2002a). Spectra of these fam
lies are essential to determinethe rate of space weathering
My time scales. To verify our results it is thus crucial to o
tain good visible and near infra-red spectroscopic data
representative number of members of the Karin and Ian
families, as well as of any other recently-formed famil
that may be discovered in the future.
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